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PART - A 

1. Define Artificial Intelligence formulated by Haugeland. 

  

The exciting new effort to make computers think machines with minds in the full and literal 
sense. 

  

2. Define Artificial Intelligence in terms of human performance. 

  

The art of creating machines that perform functions that require intelligence when performed by 
people. 

  

3. Define Artificial Intelligence in terms of rational acting. 

  

A field of study that seeks to explain and emulate intelligent behaviors in terms of computational 
processes-Schalkoff. The branch of computer science that is concerned with the automation of 
intelligent behavior-Luger&Stubblefield. 

  

3. Define Artificial in terms of rational thinking. 

  

The study of mental faculties through the use of computational models-Charniak&McDermott. 
The study of the computations that make it possible to perceive, reason and act-Winston. 

  

4. What does Turing test mean? 

  

The Turing test proposed by Alan Turing was designed to provide a satisfactory operational 
definition of intelligence. Turing defined intelligent behavior as the ability to achieve human-
level performance in all cognitive tasks, sufficient to fool an interrogator. 
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Natural Language Processing: 

To enable it to communicate successfully in English. 

Knowledge Representation: 

To store information provided before or during interrogation. 

Automated Reasoning: 

To use the stored information to answer questions and to draw new conclusion. 

Machine Language: 

To adapt new circumstances and to detect and explorate pattern. 

  

  

5. Define an agent. 

  

An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and 
acting upon the environment through effectors. 

  

  

7. Define rational agent. 

  

A rational agent is one that does the right thing. Here right thing is one that will cause agent to be 
more successful. That leaves us with the problem of deciding how and when to evaluate the 
agent’s success. 

  

8. Define an Omniscient agent. 
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An omniscient agent knows the actual outcome of its action and can act accordingly; but 
omniscience is impossible in reality. 

  

9. What are the factors that a rational agent should depend on at any given time? 

  

1. The performance measure that defines degree of success. 

2. Ever thing that the agent has perceived so far. We will call this 

complete perceptual history the percept sequence. 

3. When the agent knows about the environment. 

4. The action that the agent can perform. 

  

10. Define an Ideal rational agent. 

  

For each possible percept sequence, an ideal rational agent should do whatever action is expected 
to maximize its performance measure on the basis of the evidence provided by the percept 
sequence & whatever built-in knowledge that the agent has. 

  

11. Define an agent program. 

  

Agent program is a function that implements the agents mapping from percept to actions. 

  

12. Define Architecture. 

  

The action program will run on some sort of computing device which is called as Architecture. 
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13. List the various type of agent program. 

  

• Simple reflex agent program. 

• Agent that keep track of the world. 

• Goal based agent program. 

• Utility based agent program 

  

  

14. State the various properties of environment. 

  

Accessible Vs Inaccessible: 

If an agent’s sensing apparatus give it access to the complete state of the environment then we 
can say the environment is accessible to he agent. 

Deterministic Vs Non deterministic: 

If the next state of the environment is completely determined by the current state and the actions 
selected by the agent, then the environment is deterministic. 

Episodic Vs Non episodic: 

In this, agent’s experience is divided into episodes. Each episodes consists of agents perceiving 
and then acting. The quality of the action depends on the episode itself because subsequent 
episode do not depend on what action occur in previous experience. 

Discrete Vs Continuous: 

If there is a limited no. of distinct clearly defined percepts & action we say that the environment 
is discrete. 

  

15. What are the phases involved in designing a problem solving agent? 
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The three phases are: Problem formulation, Search solution, Execution. 

  

  

16. What are the different types of problem? 

  

Single state problem, Multiple state problem, Contingency problem, Exploration problem. 

  

17. Define problem. 

  

A problem is really a collection of information that the agent will use to decide what to do. 

  

  

18. List the basic elements that are to be include in problem definition. 

  

Initial state, operator, successor function, state space, path, goal test, path cost. 

  

19. Mention the criteria for the evaluation of search strategy. 

  

There are 4 criteria: Completeness, time complexity, space complexity, optimality. 

  

20. Differentiate blind search & heuristic search. 
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Blind search has no information about the no. of steps or the path cost from the current state to 
the goal, they can distinguish a goal state from nongoal state. Heuristic search-knowledge given. 
Problem specification solution is best. 

  

21. List the various search strategies. 

  

a. BFS 

b. Uniform cost search 

c. DFS 

d. Depth limited search 

e. Iterative deepening search 

f. Bidirectional search 

  

21. List the various informed search strategy. 

  

• Best first search –greedy search 

• A* search 

• Memory bounded search-Iterative deepening A*search 

• simplified memory bounded A*search 

• Iterative improvement search –hill climbing 

• simulated annealing 

  

23. Differentiate BFS & DFS. 
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BFS means breath wise search DFS means depth wise search 

BFS DFS 

Space complexity is more Space complexity is less 

Do not give optimal solution Gives optimal solution 

Queuing fn is same as that of queue operator Queuing fn is somewhat different 

from queue operator 

  

  

24. Whether uniform cost search is optimal? 

  

Uniform cost search is optimal & it chooses the best solution depending on the path cost. 

  

25. Write the time & space complexity associated with depth limited search. 

Time complexity =O (bd) , b-branching factor, d-depth of tree 

  

Space complexity=O(bl) 

26. Define iterative deepening search. 

  

Iterative deepening is a strategy that sidesteps the issue of choosing the best depth limit by trying 
all possible depth limits: first depth 0, then depth 1,then depth 2& so on. 

  

27. Define CSP 
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A constraint satisfaction problem is a special kind of problem satisfies some additional structural 
properties beyond the basic requirements for problem in general. In a CSP; the states are defined 
by the values of a set of variables and the goal test specifies a set of constraint that the value 
must obey. 

  

28. Give the drawback of DFS. 

  

The drawback of DFS is that it can get stuck going down the wrong path. Many problems have 
very deep or even infinite search tree. So dfs will never be able to recover from an unlucky 
choice at one of the nodes near the top of the tree.SoDFS should be avoided for search trees with 
large or infinite maximum depths. 

  

29. What is called as bidirectional search? 

  

The idea behind bidirectional search is to simultaneously search both forward from the initial 
state & backward from the goal & stop when the two searches meet in the middle. 

  

30. Explain depth limited search. 

  

Depth limited avoids the pitfalls of DFS by imposing a cut off of the maximum depth of a path. 
This cutoff can be implemented by special depth limited search algorithm or by using the general 
search algorithm with operators that keep track of the depth. 

  

  

31. Differentiate greedy search & A* search. 

  

Greedy Search 
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If we minimize the estimated cost to reach the goal h(n), we get greedy search The search time is 
usually decreased compared to uniformed alg, but the alg is neither optimal nor complete 

  

  

32 . Give the procedure of IDA* search. 

  

Minimize f(n)=g(n)+h(n) combines the advantage of uniform cost search + greedy search A* is 
complete, optimal It’s space complexity is still prohibitive. 

Iterative improvement algorithms keep only a single state in memory, but can get stuck on local 
maxima. In this alg each iteration is a dfs just as in regular iterative deepening. The depth first 
search is modified to use an f-cost limit rather than a depth limit. Thus each iteration expands 

  

  

A*search 

  

all nodes inside the contour for the current f-cost. 

  

33. What is the advantage of memory bounded search techniques? 

  

We can reduce space requirements of A* with memory bounded alg such as IDA* & SMA*. 

  

  

34. List some properties of SMA* search. 

  

* It will utilize whatever memory is made available to it. 
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* It avoids repeated states as for as its memory allow. 

* It is complete if the available memory is sufficient to store the shallowest path. 

* It is optimal if enough memory is available to store the shallowest optimal solution path. 
Otherwise it returns the best solution that can be reached with the available memory. 

*When enough memory is available for entire search tree, the search is optimally efficient. 

*Hill climbing. 

*Simulated annealing. 

  

35. List some drawbacks of hill climbing process. 

  

Local maxima: A local maxima as opposed to a goal maximum is a peak that is lower that the 
highest peak in the state space. Once a local maxima is reached the algorithm will halt even 
though the solution may be far from satisfactory. 

Plateaux: A plateaux is an area of the state space where the evaluation fn is essentially flat. The 
search will conduct a random walk. 

  

36. List the various AI Application Areas 

  

 natural language processing - understanding, 

 generating, translating; 

 planning; 

 vision - scene recognition, object recognition, face 

 recognition; 

 robotics; 

 theorem proving; 
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 speech recognition; 

 game playing; 

 problem solving; 

 expert systems etc 
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PART- B QUESTIONS 

  

1. Explain the following uninformed search strategies with examples. 

i. ( i )Breadth First search 

ii. ( ii)Depth First search 

iii. (iii)Depth limited search 

iv. (iv)Uniform cost search 

  

2. Explain in detail about the heuristic function. 

  

3. What are constraint satisfaction problem? How can you formulate them as 

search problem? 

4. Explain in detail Model based reflex agent. 

5. Explain in detail Goal based reflex agent. 

6. Explain in detail Utility based reflex agent. 

7. Explain in detail Learning agent. 

8. Explain in detail Problem solving agent. 

9. Write in detail about any two informed search strategies. 
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